Introduction
How does openness to trade and capital ßows affect economic wealth? The question dates back at least to Adam Smith. A satisfactory answer still eludes us.
Theory suggests a number of reasons why openness should lead to long-term increases in wealth. Openness allows economies to specialize in the production of products for which they have a comparative advantage, either due to different factor endowments or different technologies. Openness increases competition. Openness facilitates the transfer of knowledge from technological leaders to technological laggards. Openness lets Þrms exploit increasing returns to scale both for current production and for technological development.
But openness may prevent the development of increasing returns-to-scale industries in which a country would eventually have a comparative advantage. Openness subjects an economy to the additional uncertainty of foreign shocks. Openness may lead to a dependence on foreign sources for critical goods. And certainly, openness may have far-reaching domestic distributional consequences.
Most economists agree that, on balance, theory suggests that the beneÞts of openness outweigh the costs. Such conventional wisdom notwithstanding, empirical evidence of a causal relationship from open trade policy to economic growth turns out to be ambiguous at best. On the one hand, Frankel and Romer (1998) persuasively establish a positive causal relation from trade volumes arising from geographic proximity to per capita income levels. However as emphasized by Rodrṍguez and Rodrik (1999) The present paper addresses a more narrowly focused question: how does openness to capital ßows -in the sense of relaxing the constraint that domestic savings Þnance domestic investment -affect the speed at which a developing economy's output grows towards its 1 A decomposition additionally shows a positive effect from the geographic component of trade volumes to per capita income growth over the period 1960 to 1985. ßows is to increase current consumption Þnanced by large trade deÞcits.
Arguing that a modiÞed Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans growth model can be calibrated to match observed development time series would seem to place the present paper Þrmly within the "neoclassical revival" literature. Even so, the paper's basic conclusion is the same as the critique of this literature: the dynamics of capital accumulation cannot explain important elements of the process of economic growth (Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare, 1997) . The strength of the neoclassical framework lies in the paucity of its assumptions. Pushing the neoclassical framework to its limits helps demarcate where endogenous growth theory must begin and so complements efforts to understand long run growth.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans theoretical framework and introduces an adjustment cost to gross capital investment which generalizes previous linear speciÞcations. Section 3 calibrates closed-economy and open-economy versions of the model. Section 4 shows that openness to capital ßows mainly increases current consumption rather than increasing output growth, a result which is extremely robust to alternative parameterizations on the capital share of production, the level of adjustment cost, and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Section 5 concludes.
Theory: Generalizing Capital Adjustment Costs
The theoretical framework developed herein is just the standard Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans setup augmented by an adjustment cost to gross capital investment. The closed-economy version closely follows Abel and Blanchard (1983) . The open-economy version is laid out in . The only novel feature is an adjustment function to gross capital investment that is slightly more general than the commonly used "quadratic" adjustment cost speciÞcation.
Firms
Assume an economy in which there are a large number of identical Þrms, each with access to a constant-returns-to-scale (CRS) Cobb-Douglas production function. As CRS implies an indeterminate Þrm size, I write instead the aggregate production function,
Here, A captures aggregate total factor productivity while x measures the economy-wide rate of exogenous labor-augmenting technological progress.
4 Aggregate capital stock evolves according to,
Firms maximize the net present value of future cash ßows,
Along the lines of Abel (1982) and Hayashi (1982) , (3) assumes an average adjustment cost to installing capital,
. The parameters b and φ respectively calibrate the upward slope and convexity of the average installation cost as investment increases. Letting b = 0 captures a world in which capital can be costlessly installed and uninstalled. Specializing φ = 1 captures the case in which the average installation cost increases linearly with the rate of gross investment; a linearly increasing average cost to gross investment is commonly labeled as "quadratic" in the sense that the total cost of investment is indeed so. More generally, φ > 0 corresponds to convex total adjustment costs or, equivalently, an average cost of installing capital which is increasing in the rate of gross investment. Henceforth, discussion of the convexity of the adjustment cost function will refer to the convexity of the average adjustment cost.
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Recent empirical and theoretical research has made great strides in understanding Þrm-level investment decisions by allowing for a Þxed cost to adjustment. With Þxed costs, the average cost of adjustment is decreasing for low rates of investment and so Þrm investment behavior tends to be "lumpy". Aggregate investment will retain some of this lumpiness if aggregate shocks cause a clustering of Þrms' investment decisions (Caballero, 1999) . The 4 Note that with Cobb-Douglas production, exogenous technological progress which is capital augmenting or which acts directly on total factor productivity can be rewritten in terms of labor-augmenting technological progress (Arrow and Kurz, 1970) .
5 Absent Þxed costs, a linear average cost of adjustment implies a linear marginal cost of adjustment. More generally, average adjustment costs and marginal adjustment costs can differ in both slope and convexity. present paper, in contrast, assumes a smooth upward sloping average adjustment cost function to aggregate investment which additionally is allowed to be convex.
Justifying such strong assumptions relies, Þrst, on distinguishing between Þrm and aggregate investment. The substantial evidence supporting microeconomic lumpiness notwithstanding, Caballero (1999) speculates that general equilibrium considerations are likely to be among the main sources of a rising average adjustment cost in the short run. A rising average adjustment cost follows, for instance, if an increase across Þrms in demand for investment goods causes the price of investment goods to rise; Goolsbee (1998) Þnds empirical support for exactly such a mechanism.
As a motivating example, consider the bottlenecks confronting the U.S. television broadcast industry as it transitions from analog to high-deÞnition digital technology. Doing so requires the construction of as many as seven hundred tall broadcast towers. But as of 1997, only about a half-dozen crews across the United States had the experience and training to erect the 1,500-to 2,000-foot structures. Over the few years prior to 1997, aggregate installation by these crews had been at a rate of ten to Þfteen tall towers per year. Training a new crew is largely by apprenticeship and can take more than two years (New York Times, 1997).
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Moreover, even if there were an initial range over which aggregate average adjustment costs were decreasing, aggregate investment in developing economies would likely exceed this range. Within a business cycle context, the difference between Þrms' actual and ideal capital stocks tends to remain "moderate". Fixed costs to adjustment will cause Þrms to make infrequent investments but investments when they are made will be of a size so as to align actual and ideal capital stocks. In contrast, for an economy with actual capital stock far below its steady-state level, Þrms continually desire to make "large" investments for which Þxed costs are probably much less important. That diminishing returns to high levels of Þrm investment eventually set in would not seem controversial. Even Rothschild (1971) , one of the most frequently cited objectors to the use of upward sloping adjustment costs, 6 Appealing to general equilibrium considerations to justify upward-sloping average adjustment costs suggests that (3) may not be the object which Þrms seek to maximize; that is, Þrms may take adjustment costs as given and so not internalize congestion effects.
agrees that at high levels, a Þrm's average adjustment costs are likely to rise "reßecting the increasing costs of disruption caused by large-scale hurried changes that we feel on a priori grounds are likely to be prevalent."
A priori, the convexity of average adjustment costs is less clear. For upward sloping average adjustment costs to be convex requires sufficiently high diminishing returns to short-run investment. Assuming a CRS Cobb Douglas installation function which takes an uninstalled output good and converts it into installed capital using a Þxed-quantity installation input and a variable-quantity installation input, the necessary diminishing returns to effect a con- Kremer and Thomson (1998) , serves as an alternative theoretical mechanism for effecting a convex increasing average adjustment friction.
cost effects exactly the latter concave investment response: increases in q from high levels elicit little incremental investment due to the very high associated adjustment costs. To the extent that Þrm average adjustment costs are convex increasing, a fortiori so too should aggregate average adjustment costs.
Writing Þrms' dynamic optimization problem in current-value Hamiltonian form and solving gives Þrms' desired levels of labor and investment. In particular, the gross rate of Þrm (and aggregate) investment can be written as an increasing function of the contemporary shadow value of installed capital, q.
The evolution of capital per effective worker,k (t) ≡ K/(Le xt ), and the shadow value of capital , q (t), can then be solved as,
Individuals
Individual utility and asset accumulation are given by,
Here, θ measures the reciprocal of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (which in an expected utility framework equals the coefficient of relative risk aversion). A unitary elasticity of intertemporal substitution, θ = 1, is equivalent to the case of log utility with 8 While (4) can be simpliÞed with respect to the terms in parentheses, it should not be. The Þrst parenthesized term preserves the sign of gross investment (i.e., negative when the shadow value of capital falls below one). The second parenthesized term assures real-valued magnitudes for negative gross investment.
higher values of θ implying a greater desire by individuals to smooth consumption. The parameter ρ measures individuals' rate of time preference. Along with a standard transversality condition limiting the rate of asymptotic debt accumulation, maximizing individuals' optimal consumption path is given by the standard Euler equation,
Steady State
The asymptotic limit on the rate of debt accumulation implies that for both closed and open economies, steady-state consumption and capital stock must each grow at the rate of exogenous technological progress, x. Setting (9) and (5) equal to zero respectively implies a constant steady-state interest rate and a constant steady-state shadow value of capital. These and (6) then determine steady-state effective capital intensity.
where
Remaining steady-state characteristics, in particular the levels of per capita consumption and asset wealth, differ between closed and open economies.
Closed Economy Equilibrium
The key characteristic deÞning a closed economy is the aggregate resource constraint that absorption (consumption plus investment plus adjustment costs) not exceed output:
Constant steady-state effective capital intensity implies that the rate of gross investment must be the sum of the rate of capital depreciation plus the rate of labor augmenting technological progress, δ + x. Steady-state effective per capita consumption can then be determined residually.
By assumption, all claims on domestic capital stock are held by domestic residents implying steady-state effective per capita asset wealth,
Small Open Economy Equilibrium
Within the present setup, the key characteristic deÞning an open economy is the ability of domestic residents and Þrms to borrow at a Þxed world interest rate. Per capita effective net foreign liabilities are the difference between the current valuation of per capita effective domestic capital stock and per capita effective asset wealth.
The ability to borrow at a Þxed world interest rate relaxes the aggregate resource constraint limiting domestic absorption to domestic production. The current account writes the difference between domestic production and domestic absorption as,
Net factor payments are just the interest payments to foreigners on outstanding net foreign liabilities. The "adjustment" term accounts for the change in effective net foreign liabilities due to technological progress.
The change in net foreign liabilities deÞnes the capital account. Differentiating (16) with respect to time gives,
Any current account deÞcits must be Þnanced by an increase in net foreign liabilities, and so at all points in time the current and capital accounts will together sum to zero.
Calibration
Calibrating the neoclassical model laid out above and then comparing the growth rates
implied by the open-and closed-economy versions shows that relaxing the aggregate resource constraint that domestic investment must be Þnanced by domestic savings has only a small effect on per capita output growth. Rather than faster growth, the main effect of openness is to increase the level of current domestic consumption. Of course such a conclusion is premised upon a reasonably accurate calibration. To date, conventional wisdom has been that the neoclassical growth framework could not attain such a calibration. King and Rebelo (1993) , in particular, argue that the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model implies transitional dynamics for growth rates, interest rates, savings rates, and asset prices which together can not match observed development patterns.
Successfully calibrating the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model in the present case relies on allowing for an average cost to capital adjustment which is convex with respect to the rate of gross investment. With the more conventional linear increasing average capital adjustment cost, the neoclassical framework indeed implies implausible transitional dynamics. For a closed economy, these include poor country real interest rates and rich country shadow values of capital which are "too high", speeds of convergence which are "too fast", and savings rates which seem implausible either in slope or in level.
Moving to an open-economy framework exacerbates such problems. In contrast, a convex average cost to capital adjustment admits closed-economy transitional dynamics characterized by "low" real interest rates for poor economies, "low" shadow values of capital for rich economies, "slow" speeds of convergence, and a savings path that rises from "low" levels as countries develop. Figure 1 shows the development paths for convergence speed, the shadow value of capital, the real interest rate, and the savings rate as an economy grows from an initial per capita effective output 10 percent its steady state level.
Closed Economy
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As enumerated on the right hand side, the Þgure's narrow-capital-share calibration assumes 33 percent of aggregate income accrues to the owners of capital (α = 0.33), an elasticity of intertemporal substitution value of one half (θ = 2), and a steady-state shadow value of capital Þve percent above materials costs (q * = 1.05). Within each panel, three alternative development paths are shown: with an average cost of adjustment which increases linearly in the rate of gross investment (φ = 1), which is moderately convex with respect to 10 Distinguishing a "development" path from a time path is the relative output denomination (horizontal axis) of the former. To the extent that the growth rate of output is proportional to the distance of output from its steady state, economic transitions will be characterized by long time periods with high relative output.
A development path compresses this high relative output time period (somewhat akin to denominating with respect to log time). 11 Such a low initial relative output makes the present calibration somewhat more ambitious than that in King and Rebelo (1993) who seek to replicate dynamics for an economy with initial per capita effective output 38 percent its steady-state level the rate of gross investment (φ = 3), and which is strongly convex with respect to the rate of gross investment (φ = 9).
With adjustment costs arising from a CRS Cobb Douglas installation function which takes an uninstalled output good and converts it into installed capital using a Þxed-quantity installation input and a variable-quantity installation input, a linear average adjustment cost corresponds to a 0.50 installation share for each of these. The moderate-convexity and high-convexity adjustment costs correspond to respective installation shares for the Þxed-quantity input of 0.75 and 0.90. (See appendix.) While these latter Þxed-quantity installation shares seem large for installation activities relying on large quantities of raw labor (e.g., lowdensity residential construction), for activities requiring either very specialized capital (e.g., the HDTV television tower example in the theory section above) or very high levels of human capital (e.g., higher education), such shares seem more reasonable.
Implausibly high speeds of convergence typically characterize attempts to calibrate the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans growth model. Formally deÞning the speed of convergence as the rate at which output closes the log gap to its steady state, Λ ≡
(log y−log y * ) log y−log y * , Figure   1 Panel A, shows that a linear increasing average cost of adjustment, φ = 1, implies an asymptotic convergence speed Λ * = 0.074. For countries further away from their steady states, the speed of convergence is much quicker (i.e., the speed of convergence decreases into the steady state). For a country with current output 20 percent its steady-state level, φ = 1 implies a convergence speed Λ = 0.376.
Increasing the convexity of average adjustment costs tends both to lower and to ßatten the convergence speed development path. With moderate convexity, φ = 3, convergence speed drops from Λ = 0.073 when the relative output is 20 percent its steady-state to Λ = 0.071 when relative output is 60 percent steady-state to Λ = 0.068 asymptotically.
With high convexity, φ = 9, convergence speed becomes increasing with respect to relative output; it rises from Λ = 0.015 at 20 percent relative output to Λ = 0.019 at 60 percent relative output to Λ = 0.055 asymptotically.
Conventional wisdom is that an economy converges towards its steady state at a constant two percent per year (Barro, 1991; Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1991 , 1995 Sala-i-Martin, 1994) . A more recent panel methodology, which seeks to control for the endogeneity of initial income, estimates a constant speed of convergence in the range of four percent to ten percent per year (Islam, 1995; Caselli, Esquivel, and Lefort, 1996) . However, neither the conventional wisdom nor this latter methodology consider the possibility that the speed of convergence may vary as economies develop towards their steady state.
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Nesting a constant speed of convergence in a more general framework which allows for a varying speed of convergence, Rappaport (2000) argues that the empirical evidence supports a speed of convergence which increases into the steady state. Evans (1997) and Lee, Pesaran, and Smith (1998) allow the speed of convergence to differ across economies but continue to impose that these different speeds remain constant along transition paths. to their book value (Hayashi, 1981 respectively.
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Higher steady-state shadow values of capital help to lower the implausibly high convergence speeds; but only partly. With a linear increasing average cost of adjustment and the narrow-capital-share calibration shown in Figure 1 , raising the steady-state shadow value of capital from q * = 1.05 to q * = 1.50 to q * = 5 causes the asymptotic convergence speed to decrease from Λ * = 0.075 to Λ * = 0.054 to Λ * = 0.035. Further raising the steady-state shadow value of capital results in the asymptotic speed of convergence itself asymptoting to Λ * = 0.029 so that a steady-state convergence speed of 2 percent cannot be achieved no matter how high the level of linear average adjustment costs. At output levels below the steady state, the respective shadow values of capital will be even higher. Only by introducing convexity to average adjustment costs can the calibration in Figure 1 achieve both a low steady-state shadow value of capital and a low asymptotic speed of convergence.
However, for a given steady-state shadow value of capital, more convex average adjust-14 Presumably, U.S. capital intensity over this period remained relatively close -at least from belowits contemporary steady-state level. ment costs imply higher shadow values of capital at output levels below the steady state.
In Figure 1 Panel B, with linear adjustment costs (φ = 1), the shadow value of capital falls from q = 2.35 when output is at 20 percent its steady-state level to q = 1.19 when output is at 60 percent its steady-state level (to the assumed q = 1.05 asymptotically). With high-convexity adjustment costs (φ = 9), the shadow value of capital falls from q = 36.6 to q = 3.36 over this same range. (See also Figure 5 Panel C.) So while a high-convexity average adjustment cost solves the problem of a high steady-state shadow value of capital (while maintaining a plausible development path of convergence speed), it exacerbates the problem of high shadow values of capital at low relative output levels.
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A more traditional approach to slowing down the convergence speed within a RamseyCass-Koopmans framework is to interpret capital broadly to include, for instance, human capital. With a broad capital share, diminishing returns to capital set in slowly and so Þrms in countries with low capital intensity are unwilling to incur adjustment costs signiÞcantly higher than Þrms in countries with high capital intensity.
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The broad-capital-share calibration shown in Figure 2 assumes α = 0.67. Here, the speed of convergence for a poor economy remains low even with a linear average adjustment cost (Λ = 0.037 at 20 percent relative output with φ = 1) and the shadow value of capital for a poor economy remains relatively low even with a high-convexity average adjustment cost (q = 2.31 at 20 percent relative output with φ = 9). In fact, with a linear average adjustment cost, the closed-economy broad-capital-share calibration implies shadow values of capital for very poor economies which seem too low: for a an economy with current output 20 percent its steady-state level, the shadow value of installed capital is just 11 percent above 16 An alternative way of solving the problem of a high steady-state shadow value of capital while maintaining a plausible development path of convergence speed is to assume that the adjustment cost friction applies to net effective investment rather than gross investment (e.g., that the adjustment cost is given by
in which case the steady-state shadow value of capital will always be q * = 1 (Summers, 1981; Ortigueira and Santos, 1997) . Such an approach will not slow the asymptotic speed of convergence. But at lower capital intensities, a sufficiently high "level" adjustment friction, b, will always be able to slow convergence to plausible levels. 17 However, explicitly modeling human capital formation and physical capital formation separately within an endogenous growth framework, Ortigueira and Santos (1997) Þnd that increasing human capital's share in production actually increases the speed of convergence.
the materials cost (q = 1.11). Such a low shadow value of installed capital is not consistent with the sorts of hurdles Þrms presumably face in investing in developing economies.
Implausibly high real interest rates for relatively poor economies present a third obstacle to calibrating the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model. Assuming a narrow capital share, Figure   1 Panel C shows that with φ = 1, real interest rates fall from r = 1.258 when output is at 20 percent its steady-state level to r = 0.215 when output is at 60 percent to r = 0.060 asymptotically. As with convergence speed, these high real interest rates can be brought down either by increasing the convexity of adjustment costs or by assuming a broad capital share. With φ = 9 (and retaining α = 0.33), real interest rates fall from r = 0.109 at 20 percent relative output to r = 0.081 at 60 percent relative output to r = 0.060 asymptotically.
With α = 0.67 (and retaining φ = 1), real interest rates fall from r = 0.181 to r = 0.089 to r = 0.060 over this same output interval (Figure 2 Panel C). Only the high-convexity development path, however, is close to matching the stylized fact that real interest rates remain relatively constant as an economy develops (Kaldor, 1961) . Moving to an open-economy framework, the high-convexity solution continues to successfully calibrate the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model whereas the broad capital share solution requires the additional assumption of borrowing constraints to do so.
Open Economy
Timeless development policy issues including the role of foreign investment, the advantages of various exchange rate regimes, and the ideal "international Þnancial architecture" are indicative that most developing nations have at least some international trade and at least some access to international capital. Hence the importance that a successful calibrated Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model effect plausible timeseries in an open-economy framework.
Open-economy transitional development paths for convergence speed and the shadow value of capital under narrow and broad interpretations of capital are shown in Figures 3 and   4 (Panels A and B), respectively. Opening an economy to foreign capital ßows raises both convergence speed and the shadow value of capital at all relative output levels, regardless of capital share and regardless of the convexity of adjustment costs. For convergence speed, the result is intuitive given the relaxation that domestic savings must Þnance domestic investment. For the shadow value of capital, the result derives from the lower real interest rates discounting future marginal revenue.
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The magnitude of the increase in convergence speed is especially large under a broad 18 Partly offsetting this interest rate effect is the faster convergence speed and hence quicker decline in the marginal revenue product of installed capital.
capital share, linear adjustment cost calibration; so much so, in fact, that a broad capital share no longer suffices to effect a plausible convergence speed development path. In Figure   4 Panel and above 2 percent per year for φ ≤ 6. Moving to a narrow-capital-share calibration, the convexity thresholds rise. And for economies with lower current relative output, convergence speed becomes more sensitive to the convexity of adjustment costs. Even allowing for a much higher level for the capital adjustment cost, moderately high convexity remains necessary to slow down convergence. Assuming a capital friction such that the steady-state shadow value of capital, q * , equals 2 (so that at the steady-state, realized adjustment costs equal materials costs, a twentyfold increase over the base calibration 5 percent realized adjustment cost shown in the Þgures) along with a broad capital share, convergence speed for an economy with current output 60 percent its steady-state level remains above 2 percent per year for φ ≤ 3.
An alternative way to slow high open-economy convergence speeds are borrowing constraints. In particular, Barro, Mankiw, and Sala-i-Martin (1995) suggest that the future labor earnings which accrue to human capital serve as a poor source of collateral for borrow-ing. Hence they allow developing economy individuals and Þrms to borrow from abroad to
Þnance only physical capital accumulation. As long as the share of total capital which must be Þnanced from domestic savings remains sufficiently large, the speed of convergence remains plausibly slow. While constraints on borrowing for human capital formation and even for physical capital formation surely must exist, that they are the key mechanism slowing open-economy convergence is less convincing. In particular, Kremer and Thomson (1998) point out that developing countries which have been able to devote large resources to human capital formation have not experienced rapid economic growth. And Duczynski (2000) argues that few countries have sufficiently high net indebtedness that borrowing constraints
The small open-economy setting obviates the need to calibrate a real interest rate development path. By the consumption Euler equation, (9), and the assumption of perfect capital markets, domestic residents' consumption growth rate immediately jumps to its steady state, the rate of exogenous technological progress (x). Consumption levels and savings rates are then determined residually by the intertemporal budget constraint. For an economy with current output low relative to its steady state, borrowing by domestic residents to smooth consumption fuels large trade deÞcits which quickly accumulate into substantial net foreign liabilities.
In Figures 3 and 4 , domestic residents are assumed to own all domestic capital upon the opening to capital ßows of an economy with initial output 10 percent its steady-state level (so initial domestic asset wealth equals initial gross capital stock multiplied by the shadow value of capital immediately after opening). Panels C and D respectively show the development paths of the economy's trade balance and net foreign liabilities (in both cases, relative to output). Assuming a narrow capital share along with a linear average adjustment cost, the trade deÞcit upon opening is 1,100 percent current output! Thereafter, as the economy grows to 20 percent to 60 percent to 100 percent its steady-state output, the trade deÞcit falls to 500 percent to 100 percent current output to a surplus 17 percent current output. Net foreign liabilities relative to output rise monotonically asymptoting to 4.3 times output at the steady state.
A high-convexity adjustment cost (retaining a narrow capital share) effects smaller trade deÞcits but a cumulatively larger stock of debt. Upon opening, the trade deÞcit is 125 percent current output; as the economy grows from 20 percent to 60 percent to 100 percent its steady-state output, the trade balance moves from a deÞcit 17 percent of current output to surpluses 50 percent to 59 percent of output, respectively. Net foreign liabilities rise to a maximum level 18.0 times current output (at y/y * = 0.42) before asymptoting down to 14.7 times current output at the steady state. The trade surpluses which arise during the latter stages of development Þnance interest payments on the large net foreign liabilities.
The development paths of trade balances and net foreign liabilities are qualitatively similar under a broad-capital-share calibration.
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Such trade deÞcit and net foreign liability levels are clearly implausibly large. Rather than investment, they primarily Þnance high current levels of consumption. For instance, with a narrow capital share, a high convexity adjustment cost, and relative output 10 percent its steady-state level, domestic consumption for a newly open economy exceeds twice domestic output! The Barro, Mankiw, Sala-i-Martin (1995) critique on individuals' ability to
Þnance human capital formation applies even stronger to individuals' ability to Þnance consumption. Domestic gross investment (including adjustment costs), in contrast, is equivalent to just 20 percent domestic output. As long as such investment results in tangible installed capital to back loans, it should be able to obtain Þnancing (irrespective of magnitude given the forward-looking full-information speciÞcation herein). If so, the implausibly large trade deÞcits in no way undermine the paper's conclusion that openness to capital ßows effects only a small increase in the growth rate of output. Individual liquidity constraints temper domestic borrowing while leaving the development path of domestic output unchanged. Put differently, there is complete "Fisherian separation" between investment and consumption decisions.
As discussed above, however, with a broad capital share liquidity constraints may limit investment as well as consumption. If so, the open-economy speed of convergence associated with a broad capital share will be somewhat lower than shown in Figure 4 Panel A.
In summary, high convexity adjustment costs along with individual borrowing constraints turn out to be the key to successfully calibrating an open-economy Cass-KoopmansRamsey model. For the purpose of examining the effect of openness to capital ßows on growth, such borrowing constraints can be ignored so long as a narrow-capital-share calibration is used. With a broad-capital-share calibration, imposing borrowing constraints will slow the open-economy speed of convergence; hence the broad-capital-share calibration may exaggerate the effect of openness to capital ßows on growth.
The Effect of Openness to Capital Flows
So, how does openness to capital ßows affect economic growth?
Comparing closed-economy and open-economy versions of the calibrated Ramsey-CassKoopmans model shows that openness, in the sense of relaxing the constraint that domestic savings Þnance domestic investment, contributes to only a small increase in the growth rate of output. While this insensitivity result depends critically on assuming a moderate-to-high convexity for the average cost to gross capital investment, it is extremely robust to alternative assumptions for nearly every other parameter including the capital share of output, the steady-state shadow value of capital, and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. A second tempering force is the diminishing returns algebraic relationship that the difference between the closed-economy and open-economy growth rates of output will be the difference between the growth rates in installed capital stock multiplied by the fractional Cobb Douglas coefficient on capital in output production (i.e. α). Hence the magnitude of the effect of openness on output growth is one-third and two-thirds its magnitude on capital stock growth under the narrow and broad capital interpretations, respectively (Figures 6 and 7, Panel C) . That diminishing returns set in less quickly the higher the capital share in production largely accounts for the slightly larger effect of openness on growth under the broad capital interpretation. Even this slight difference, however, is likely to be exaggerated given the possibility of borrowing constraints.
With a high-convexity average adjustment cost, the insensitivity of growth to capital openness is extremely robust. Figure 8 illustrates that with φ = 9, growth due to openness
for an economy with current output 60 percent its steady-state level remains below one percentage point per year for both the narrow and broad capital share, regardless of the level of the adjustment cost, q * , and regardless of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, θ.
In contrast, the effect of capital openness on growth is extremely sensitive to the convexity of average adjustment costs. Figure 8 also illustrates that with a moderate-convexity adjustment cost, φ = 3, either a low level adjustment cost (q * close to 1) or a low elasticity of intertemporal substitution (θ high) is sufficient for openness to effect a large increase in growth. With a linear adjustment cost, φ = 1, the effect of openness on growth is large for both the narrow and broad capital share, regardless of the level of the adjustment cost and regardless of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution.
Of course, as discussed at length in the previous two sections, the low convexitycalibrations which imply a large effect of openness on growth also tend to imply strongly counterfactual development series. In particular, a low-convexity narrow-capital-share calibration effects implausibly high speeds of convergence and implausibly high real interest rates; these would seem to make the associated effect of openness on growth irrelevant.
For a low-convexity broad-capital-share calibration, rejecting the large effect of openness on growth based on the implausibly high open-economy speed of convergence would seem tautological. Here, instead, it is the presumed inability of broad capital to serve as collateral against borrowing which makes the associated effect of openness on growth irrelevant. An additional objection to the broad-capital-share calibration are the implausibly low closed-economy shadow values of capital for relatively undeveloped economies.
For all relevant calibrations, the effect of openness to capital ßows on growth always remain small.
Conclusions
This paper has argued that an average adjustment cost to capital formation which is increasing and convex with respect to the rate of gross investment successfully calibrates the Comparing the open-economy and closed-economy versions of the calibrated model shows that openness to capital ßows causes only a very small increase in the rate of per capita output growth. This insensitivity result holds for all relevant calibrations. While it does depend on a high-convexity average adjustment cost, it is extremely robust to a wide range of assumptions on the capital share of output, the steady-state shadow value of capital, and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Alternative calibrations which instead suggest a large effect of openness on growth either generate strongly counterfactual closed-economy development series or depend on the unrealistic assumption that individuals can borrow against future labor earnings (or both).
The limited effect of capital openness on economic growth in no way implies that a broader notion of openness is unimportant for economic growth. As stated in the introduction, there are a slew of reasons why openness may matter: comparative advantage, competition, technology transfer, increasing returns to scale. The present result is just that if openness matters, it is not due to relaxing the constraint that domestic savings Þnance domestic investment: with well-functioning domestic credit markets, domestic savings should be sufficient to Þnance relatively high levels of domestic investment. An important implication is that for developing countries where domestic investment is thought to depend critically on access to foreign capital, public policy might seek institutional reform which improves individuals' access to efficient savings technologies. Such a recommendation is consistent with empirical results reported in Levine, Loayza, and Beck (2000) . They Þnd that the exogenous component of Þnancial intermediary development has a large positive impact on economic growth.
A second policy implication is that if high levels of net foreign liabilities are thought for some reason to have negative implications for a country, so long as the country has wellfunctioning domestic credit markets, enacting a small "Tobin" tax on capital inßows should impose negligible economic costs.
More generally, successfully calibrating the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model presages that neoclassical growth theory still has much to teach us. While the welfare implications of transitional dynamics may be swamped by those of long run endogenous technological change and productivity growth, demarcating the limits of neoclassical theory helps clarify where endogenous growth theory must begin and so complements efforts to understand long run growth.
A A Convex Average Cost of Adjustment
To get some intuition on the convexity of average adjustment costs, consider the case of a CRS Cobb-Douglas installation function which takes Y I (t) units of uninstalled output and converts them into I (t) units of installed capital using a Þxed-quantity input, K I , and a variable-quantity input, L I (t).
, BK Note that is important to distinguish between "output capital" and "installation capital".
"Output capital" refers to capital used in the production of the numeraire good in the main text above; the gross addition to output capital is the result of the production function (A.1a) . "Installation capital" refers to K I , an input of the present production function. Like output capital, at any point in time the stock of installation capital is Þxed. Unlike output capital, the evolution of installation capital will not be modeled and so its contribution to installation costs will be ignored. One possible interpretation is that a Þrm's installation capital is just proportional to its output capital; another is that installation capital is a congestible public good available to Þrms in proportion to their rate of gross investment.
The average adjustment cost of gross investment then is just the average cost arising from installation labor. By assumption, the price of installation labor, w, is given exogenously (for instance, by its reservation value in the non-installation market). With the quantity of installation capital, K I , predetermined, (A.1a) gives the average adjustment cost arising from installation labor as, w · L I (t) I (t) = w B 1 1−β · µ I (t)
Note that (A.1b) is increasing and convex with respect to realized gross investment, I (t), so long as β > 1 2 . In other words the convexity parameter from the main text above, φ, is greater than or less than one as the coefficient on installation capital, β, is greater than or less than one half.
